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Whether your project is in the planning stages or is already underway, presenting it in an elegant form is easy with Microsoft PowerPoint slides. We've compiled a collection of useful templates that will allow you to quickly enter your data and show your project in a visually stimulating way. Note that if
you're using PowerPoint 2016, you already have access to a few useful project templates. Go to the file and then choose a new one to open the template section. Bring the word Project and your results will be displayed. You'll find highlights under points six and seven. If you're using the old version of
PowerPoint, let's look at downloadable templates in the first five categories. 1. If you're compiling a business plan slideshow that should include project area, goal, capability, resources, and risk management, then the PowerPoint template directly from Microsoft Office is a great, comprehensive tool. The
template offers a good widescreen view with 14 slides to customize. You can change colors, choose a new font, insert images and add links like any other slideshow in PowerPoint. But, it can certainly be used as it is. With bullet text, useful diagrams, and useful graphics, this template is visually appealing
as well as useful for any project size. 2. Gantt Chart Template for a nice and useful Gantt chart template for PowerPoint, SlideHunter is a good resource. You can download the template by creating a free account or sharing your website through social media. The Gantt chart pattern is clean and useful for
small projects. The template also includes a baseline chart, which, of course, is fully configured. You can customize colors and fonts as needed. One item to note, the slideHunter logo is part of the template. 3. Project Plan Pattern While most professional projects are managed with specific plan software
such as Microsoft Project, this PowerPoint template works well for small projects and those you have to grant status on frequently. This template also comes from SlideHunter and gives an easy-to-read overview of the project plan. It includes tasks, start and end dates, resources, status and comments.
So, for a quick and simple project plan template, this one is useful. 4. Template Project Management Triangle Another handy template for project management from SlideHunter provides two different slides for the project management triangle. Both are useful for a quick review of the main parts of your
project. The template comes with time, volume, cost and quality as indicators; however, they can be changed in what fits your project. 5. Timeline If you're looking for simple but attractive timeline templates, Office provides a few good options. Patterns are easy to edit and offer great insights into
milestones for any project. They are available in both standard and widescreen screen according to your The basic chart template of the values allows you to view the project's values by week. This is a good option for a quick look at the project. If you need a little more detail, such as specific dates within a
quarter along with the project stages, then Office Timeline has you covered by the project timeline template. An additional feature offered by Office Timeline, which can be useful when updating documents frequently, is their free Timeline creator. This downloadable tool allows you to update timelines
automatically, rather than manually, for added convenience. 6. Project Review Patterns In order to start the project from the beginning by introducing it to the audience, we recommend these two templates that you will find in PowerPoint 2016. With a simple but beautiful background and formats, each one
gives you the slides you need to enter the details of the project. You can also edit colors and fonts if you like. For a project review template with some pizzazz, here's one that offers nice contrasting colors with diagrams and diagrams for an excellent visual. The information included is the same as in the
template above, but is displayed in a different style. 7. Project status report templates, whether you're presenting your project to a small team or a large executive audience, PowerPoint 2016 project status templates are terrific visual tools. This beautiful template includes slides for project status, problems
and permissions, basic deadlines, and resources. From descriptions and goals to analysis and a list of relevant documents, this is a useful choice. For projects that do not require an extensive timeline or diagram, the text template achieves the goal of presenting project status. With slides for resumes,
schedules, expenses, resources and goals, all in bullet lists, this is a solid option. You'll find the above patterns inside PowerPoint 2016, as described in the introduction. Stylish project presentations While Microsoft PowerPoint is not usually the tool of choice for in-depth project management, it is certainly
a great choice for presenting details. With very little work to do, these templates can provide your audience with all the information you need about your project. And there are still many interesting presentation templates to choose from! You can even improve the look of these templates with free,
professional Google fonts. Do you have to connect the presentation to someone else's computer? Transform your presentation into a PDF to make sure it's compatible and keep the formatting. This may change the animation, but it's a great backup to have. If you need PowerPoint templates for a business
pitch deck, then check out these amazing options. How to use the NHS COVID-19 Contact Tracking App uk government has released a COVID-19 tracking app for Android and iPhone. Here's what it offers and how to use it. About Sandy's Written House (462 published) More from Sandy Sandy Stephen



Lilly PowerPoint is part of Microsoft Office line performance computer programs. PowerPoint lets you create a slideshow on your computer, which can be a great way to give a business presentation or even a school report. PowerPoint comes with a number of default images called clip art built in for your
use. However, you can also convert the image on your computer's hard drive into a PowerPoint presentation template. Click the File and then Open. Open the PowerPoint template to which you want to add a picture. Click from the file. Use the window that appears on the screen to select the image file
from your computer's hard drive. It will then be inserted into the PowerPoint template. You can click on it to drag it and place it anywhere in the template you want it to be. While Microsoft PowerPoint is not the most advanced in presentation software, it is versatile and easy to use. This will be useful for
teachers and others wanting to quickly and easily share these files with others. The software is perfect for simple game show re-creations that are great for classrooms, parties, your own games or team exercises. There are many templates available that allow you to customize game show presentations
by adding elements such as participants' names, trivia questions, and answers. Game show templates can be quick and simple or quite complex. Here are some of the best PowerPoint templates for creating your own versions of famous game shows: PowerPoint Games: All the templates on this site are
free to download and use, although not all of them are based on game shows. The graphics are a bit clunky, but for class or batch use, they work just fine. You'll find several game show offerings, including Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, Jeopardy, Hollywood Squares, and Family Feud. EdGames: These
game templates are designed to be used in class, although you could use them for other purposes. They are created by the same person who made templates at PowerPoint Games, although they have better graphics and a slightly more professional look. Not all of these games are free, however. Game
shows include a Pyramid-style game called What Louis Thinking, Big Board Facts, Take on Jeopardy, and Big Wheel, Wheel of Fortune Games. JC School: In addition to the standard templates based on the games show, there are a few other highlights here. One is the PowerPoint version you are
smarter than the 5th grader? This version of Who Wants to Be a Millionaire includes sound. All of these games, designed for schools, are free. Culpepper Online: These templates for PowerPoint are really fun. Game shows include Jeopardy, Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, Hollywood Squares (called
Celebrity Squares), Family Feud (called Class Feud), Chained and the weakest link. Accompanying text and handouts offer information and help with the use of these templates. San Clemente High School: Although there are only three three Show templates here, they are definitely worth downloading. All
three games have accompanying sound files, making the games much more fun to play. In addition to Who Wants to Be a Millionaire and always a popular Jeopardy template, this site offers a template for Cash Cab. Template.net: If free templates don't do it for you, consider making a small investment.
This site offers PowerPoint templates for free and for a fee. PowerPoint games based on game shows can help make learning almost any subject more fun, especially if you are handing out small prizes to the winners. They're also fun at parties, or you can customize them for just about any kind of
presentation that you want to make a little more interactive. If you can't find what you're looking for with a template, consider making your own PowerPoint quiz and playing it like a game show. Show.
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